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1. Stunning view of the Temecula lights at night. 2. Traditional architecture in a multi level floor plan. 3. Numerous outdoor patios and gathering spaces including large covered gazebo. 4. Expansive 5 acre lot with winding walking trails, large shop, and smaller outbuildings.

Top of the World Views Just 5 Minutes from Temecula

You’ll be King or Queen of the hill when you move into this spectacular retreat
elevated high above Temecula and the surrounding hillsides.

W

elcome to 26710 Camino Seco, Temecula. This turnkey home is located in
the De Luz area in the western hills of Temecula, an area known for it’s avocado and citrus
groves.
Sitting on five acres (with roughly 2.5 acres
fenced in), perched at the top of the mountain
so to speak, this stunning home has 360 degree views including a jaw dropping panoramic view of Temecula that is spectacular during
the day and even more so at night.
Views, Views, Views
They say the most important thing in real estate is location, but in this case it might be the
views first and then location.
As you drive through the gates of this private enclave and up the driveway to the house
pad, you begin to realize this location is something special. You get out of the car and walk
towards the front door and Boom! there it is:
the most incredible view of the Temecula Valley laid out before you. But the view of the
valley is not the only incredible scenery. Walk
around to the west side of this beautiful home
and you have forever views to the West and
according to the owners an occasional glimpse
of the Pacific Ocean on a clear day. Get your-

self a telescope and imagine what you could
see in all directions from this vantage point.
Oh, but speaking of location, this home is
only five minutes from Temecula and all it has
to offer. Old Town with all of it’s charm and
attractions is just down the hill and access to
other services and transportation is just a short
drive.

Forever views in every direction from multiple
decks and other locations on the property. On a
clear day, you can even see a little bit of ocean.

There is another real benefit to being in this
location. If you’ve done much house hunting
or spent much time in De Luz, you know that
cell phone signals are typically weak at best
when you travel deep into the area. At this
property, it’s not a problem; the major carriers
have great signal strength here!

Walking Trails And Retreats
The current owners spent much time designing an exterior landscape that showcased the
views and topography of the property. As
such they installed a whole series of landscaped walking paths, some paved and some
natural, designed to make exploring the property fun and relaxing.
As you travel the trails, you find these small
retreats like the upper level fountain area that
looks to the southwest, a perfect place to sit
down and read a book as the sun sets. Follow the trail lower and around to the west and
you’re pleasantly surprised with a small chapel on the property; a perfect place to meditate
or pray for a while. Continue back up to the
main pad and relax on the enormous patio
with gazebo that’s perfect for get-togethers,
parties, or an occasional wedding.
If exercise is your thing, then pick up the
pace a bit and take several laps around the
property, winding up and down the trails and
stairs. And while you’re at it enjoy the myriad
of flowers, trees, and small wildlife along the
way. Your morning walks will never be boring and you might never see the same things
twice in this changing nature-scape.
[continued on other side]
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1. Well laid out kitchen with modern appliances and 150 bottle wine fridge. 2. A grand entrance with beautiful marble floors. 3. Formal dining
area just off the kitchen. 4. Classy details with the wood floors and mid wall mouldings. 5. Stunning views from second floor of master suite.
[continued from other side]

A Master That Really Is Suite
And speaking of master suites, this one is two
stories. Enter through the double doors on the second level and
you’re immediately distracted by
the view from the attached balco3 Car Garage & Large Shop
ny where one could sit and relax
The home features an attached
for hours or turn the home office
3-car garage and plenty of adinto an outdoor affair on the exditional parking for guests or
pansive deck.
events. At the back of the properThe bathroom is as you would
ty, there is a large 1000 s.f. buildexpect with incredible finishes
ing that makes for an excellent
including marble and granite, a
shop for those handy types or an
dressing area, a steam shower, and
extra garage for car collectors
a tub that exploits the views to the
Rich In Character
Thought to be 100 year old northeast. And the closet features
from Morocco, walk
additional storage space, because
This is a fully custom home full doors
through a grand entrance
of personality and rich character to the second level of the you can never have enough of
master suite.
that.
where each level reveals nooks
But that’s just the first floor of the master.
and spaces designed for relaxing, contemplating or getting work done without interruption. Climb the spiral staircase and you’re aweIt’s easy for everyone to have their own space struck with what is arguably the best room in
to get away to, but the home still has gathering the home for enjoying the views. From here
spaces for when it’s time to get together and catch the most spectacular sunsets. The current owners smartly created a small library
enjoy each others company.
If you’re one who enjoys relaxing by the fire space on this level so one can grab a good read
you’ll appreciate the 3 fireplaces strategical- and glass of wine or coffee and take in this
ly located in the downstairs den, the family million dollar view.
Fully motorized shades help tone down the
room, and the master suite.
The irrigation system has been recently renovated so all this natural beauty is carefully
watered and kept vibrant and
green.

sun in the afternoon, if necessary, making this
a great space to hang out any time of the day.
The kitchen is a delight to cook and entertain in with chef quality appliances including
an induction cook-top, Sub Zero fridge, 150
bottle wine fridge, Thermador oven, center
island, ample cabinet space and beautiful finishes and fixtures as you would expect.
The other rooms in the home do not disappoint and the home has been meticulously
maintained over time including a recent roof
re-conditioning.
Energy Efficient With Solar
With 3 solar systems and nearly 35000kw output per day, the current owners haven’t seen a
substantial electric bill in years. This is a fully
paid for solar system with none of those pesky
lease or finance payments. Dual A/C systems
allow you to manage heating and cooling the
home more efficiently as well.
Overall, a well designed and thought out
home and property that offers a respite from
hectic city living while only being a few miles
out of town thus keeping you connected to the
people and places that are important to you.
To schedule a private showing of this impressive home, contact Trace Emerson at 951609-6886 or Justin Bevins at 951-326-0521.
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